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Our Cheder’s Voice
Cheder Chabad Boys Division
Letter from the Menahel:
Dear Parents,

דער ענין מוז זיך אפטאן
Certain things must happen. The success of our children isn’t optional, we would say “I tried my best
or it is what it is”. This mindset is the mindset of our Rebbies, and this is why on occasion we
discuss the many hats a Rebbi wears; teacher, social worker, gym teacher, dietician, life coach,
empire, sports coach, mediator, etc.
As we enter the Shabbos before Gimmel Tammuz we note that someone must connect the Rebbe to
our children, someone must embody the message of the Rebbe, model and live the life the Rebbe
modeled to and for us to our children.
This responsibility is awesome, but der inyan muz zich upton, it must be achieved.
As we enter into the last week of cheder, I wish to express my gratitude to the outstanding team of
Rebbies. At the Eighth Grade Graduation, last night, the talmidim spoke with pride about each
Rebbi, they shared specific memories and life-lessons they learned from each Rebbi.
The yiras Shomayim and dedication to living a Torah life and learning Torah are deeply imbued into
the hearts of our talmidim. How fortunate we are to have you as our children’s Rebbies.
Thank you, Mrs. Karash for your tireless efforts and your commitment to succeed, often swimming
against the current with determination and tenacity. Your efforts have born fruit and all our students
are better for it.
Thank you to our office staff, Mrs. Mandel, and Ms. Margareten. A team par excellence, reliable,
capable, and professional. In addition to providing the day-to-day support that a Cheder needs, your
support has made possible the many programs, initiatives, assessments, and improved
communication that the Cheder has attained.
Thank you Rabbi Brawer for your leadership and commitment to growth in gashmiyus and
ruchoniyus.
May Hashem benche all of us, that in the zechus of being shluchim of the Rebbe, working in his
mosad, we should be blessed with boneh, chaye umezoneh, ubekulom revichei.
Wishing you a good Shabbos,
Rabbi Kaplan
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It was a productive last full week of school!
We look forward to welcoming parents of fourth and fifth graders to our State Fair this Tuesday 6/15 from 3-4 pm.
Looking forward!!
What a special last full week of school it has been in Mrs. Nadav's class. Both groups have finished their math
books in their entirety, and the boys completed their reports on the planets that they chose. The reports were well
researched and organized, with each boy writing the facts that most interested him. The animal therapy group was
wonderful this year as the boys had a chance to interact with and gain from many different animals. The last one
that came to visit was a mama goat with a 2 day old baby! We look back now at what has been a tremendous year
of growth in all areas. The boys have definitely earned their special class BBQ and pool party!
Although they are nearing the end of the school year, Mrs. Eckstein’s third graders are still busy honing the various
skills they learned this year. They have almost completed their Wordly Wise books and are eagerly anticipating
the grand vocabulary/spelling bee iy"H next week. The winner will receive a gift certificate to Sweet
Expressions! The class learned about perimeters and area, so if you are planning on fencing in your yard or
garden, or re-carpeting any of the rooms in your house, any of our third graders would be more than happy to help
you out! In writing, the boys continued working on their yearbooks; many thanks to all the boys who submitted
mazes, riddles, cartoons and puzzles. The boys are looking forward to the last week of school, and then onward to
fourth grade where even more adventures in learning await them!
In math this week Mrs.Volfman's class spent time reviewing their multiplication facts. B"H they are pros at their
facts! They also learned how to compare fractions with and without common denominators. In spelling they learned
the skill of adding the prefix un- and re- to words to create new words. In ELA the boys read and discussed many
different types of houses throughout history starting from houses built with sod bricks, log houses, houseboats and
more!
A note from Mrs. Levin:
Dear Parents,
How quickly this year has gone by.
How wise the boys have become.
How big they have grown.
HOW MUCH THANKS WE OWE HKB”H
Our fifth graders learned how to write Limericks using the proper structure and pattern. The boys were very
creative. Here are two samples:
Once there was a very rich king, who owned almost everything.
The king was very sad, even with all he had.
He’d rather be happy than a king. By: Yisroel Altein
I went to Shul ready to shout. It was hard not to let it out.
Yelling on top of my voice It was a bad choice.
Best to avoid when in doubt.
By: Chesky Konikov

In the seventh grade Mrs. Eckstein began Monday's lesson with the famous story about the as-yet to be Gadol
Hador who as a child needed to find his way to the Poritz's palace. He went according to the dictum "achar
harabim l'hatos". When the Poritz asked him why he didn't follow the majority religion, he responded: "we only go
after the majority when in doubt. If we are sure of the truth, there is no need to ask the opinions of others." They
then learned the famous Robert Frost poem, “The Road not Taken”. and discussed why someone would choose
the lesser-traveled path. They also discussed the challenges of making choices, whether they are popular
choices, or "different" than what others do. Then, in a lighter vein, the class learned about entertaining poems
called Limericks. On Wednesday the boys had an opportunity to write limericks of their own.
Have a wonderful Shabbos!
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Menachem Mendel Hecht,
Menachem Mendel Elisha, Zushi Borenstein,
Avraham Zaltzman, Shneur Zalman Zaltzman,
Menachem Mendel Haddad, Yitzchak Krispine
and Elazar Glick
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A SPECIAL MENTION FOR THE
YOUNGER TALMIDIM WHO
SPENT A LOT OF TIME SAYING

Aharon Moshe Blotner 23
Elazar Glick 9
Dovid Levertov 44
Shimon Levertov 24
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Mottel Cohen 10
Alexander Gaeraman 1
Menachem Mendel Keller 6
Yaakov Ogince 90

Naftoli Liberow 8

Moshe Polinger 10

Mendel Oberlander 57

Menachem Weinstein 6

Avraham Moshe Abramowitz

Shua Kessler 80

Mendel Reisenberg 31

A SPECIAL MENTION FOR THE
TALMIDIM WHO SAID THE
ENTIRE TEHILLIM

Levi Bogomilsky 10

Ruvi Raskin 150

Levi Kaminker 60

Tanni Frankel 83

Shneur Zalmen Blotner 150

Sholom Lasker 41

Dov Goldberg 52

Shneur Zalmen Segelman 150

Dovid Litvack 2

Gabi Herrmann 40

Mendy Haddad 150

Mendel Lustig 30

Levi Liberow 30

Dovid Zanvil Blotner 150

Gedallia Schechter 13

Meir Nussbaum 30

Sholom Silverman 50

Avraham Schild 40

Yonah Vogel 11

Avraham Zaltzman 35

Menachem Weingarten 90

Gavriel Noach Bongart 42

Meir Baumgarten 5

Chesky Konikov 18

Yosef Yitzchok Lehr 150

Chaim Krischewsky 7

Effie Weiss 20

Yanky Silber 150

Mendel Nussbaum 12

Avi Gaerman 30

Mendy Sandler 150

Sheemy Altein 3
Pinny Cunin 10

Avi Greenberg 2

Aizik Serebryanski 6

Meir Orenstein 20

Yosef Weingarten 150
Benny Baumgarten 150
Yossi Bogomillsky 150
Shneur Simcha Huisman 150
Tzviki Vogel 150
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